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extended metaphor poem on basketball teen ink - extended metaphor poem on basketball march 5 2008 by zachary
kleemeyer chester springs pa my life is basketball my eyes are big before the game starts my body covered in hope, poetry
genre s pryzbylkowski d 6 - extended metaphor poem examples poetry genre study pryzbylkowski d 6 high speed and
non controllable winds the first thing you notice is the unfinished bed with sheets tossed around like a salad then your eyes
gaze at the floor, basketball metaphors sporting metaphors google - other sporting metaphors rugby metaphors soccer
metaphors tennis metaphors sports pictures metaphor pictures wrong idea pictures help us metaphor of the week template
tips learn more about working with templates how to change this sidebar basketball metaphors, what is a metaphor for
basketball answers com - what is a metaphor for basketball the ball flew across my head the metaphor in this poem is an
extended metaphor of conformity vs the individual throughout the poem the composer uses the, basketball poems poetry
foundation - the poem enacts the motion of a basketball game but even more it becomes a larger metaphor for art and
linguistic rhetorical motion in a poem the great scorer john wooden at ucla where i was head coach of men s varsity
basketball for twenty seven years poetry was one of my favorite teaching tools, how to write extended metaphor poems
pen and the pad - my boss is a beast is an example of a metaphor an extended metaphor extends the metaphor mentioned
in the first line throughout an entire poem or paragraph of prose if you are writing your first extended metaphor poem start
off by creating a free verse poem then you can move on to a structured style such as a rhyming quatrain or rondel,
basketball figurative language by michael miles on prezi - simile swish gos the basket ball in the hoop alliteration
hyperbole onomatopoeia the extreme exaggeration is that he didn t get to go in right away and took a long time for him to go
in you would not literally have a chip on your shoulder it s just an expression that means you, extended metaphor
definition and examples literaryterms net - examples of extended metaphor in pop culture example 1 the wall by pink
floyd one of the easiest places to find extended metaphor in popular culture is in music song lyrics are a form poetry and
song writers often use this device the wall is an entire musical album devoted to the extended metaphor of building a wall
around the main, extended metaphor examples and definition - extended metaphor definition the term extended
metaphor refers to a comparison between two unlike things that continues throughout a series of sentences in a paragraph
or lines in a poem it is often comprised of more than one sentence and sometimes consists of a full paragraph, 40
metaphor poems popular examples of poems with metaphors - examples of poems with metaphors popular
metaphorical poems people have used metaphors since the birth of mankind using metaphors with poetry help us see truths
that we may not be able to face if they were stated plainly, extended metaphor in literature thoughtco com - an extended
metaphor is a common literary device used as a comparison between two unlike things that are commonly used in
descriptive prose or poetry sometimes it is just a sentence or two or sometimes it can be even longer lasting a paragraph or
more this literary term is also known as a conceit or a mega metaphor, extended metaphor examples from literature
udemy blog - what is an extended metaphor an extended metaphor is a comparison that is continued in a piece of literature
for more than a single reference it might be contained in a few sentences a paragraph stanza or an entire literary piece an
author uses an extended metaphor to build a larger comparison between two things
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